THREE WEEKS.

Brought About a Remarkable Change.

Mrs. A. J. Davis of Munster, Ky., has a peculiar little dog named "Holly." She is a Kidney Black Poodle, only three and a half years of age, and is the 'cutest' little dog any one ever had. She was given Mrs. Davis by a friend who learned of her remarkable habits.

"Holly" has but one eye, which is black and unique in appearance. The other eye is not in existence, but only a scar indicating the place where it once was.

The dog is a novelty, and will attract attention wherever she goes. She is very friendly and gets along on all occasions.
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THE SQUARE DUEL.

A young man bowling to-day, was struck on the head with a bowling ball cast by his antagonist, took a fall, and was rendered senseless by this means, but has recovered. The proprietor of the bowling alley, where the accident occurred, is said to have been found guilty of carelessness and neglect of duty. The case is now before the police court.

WASH THE CALF PAEL.

Health of Young Animals Demands Care.

A New York veterinarian recently wrote to an eastern paper: "Our farm is a new one and we have few pets. We want advice on the care of our animals and how to make them healthy."

The veterinarian replied: "The care of young animals is a matter of great importance. Proper attention should be given to their health and hygiene. Your farm should be well drained and the animals kept clean and dry. Feed them well and see that they get plenty of fresh water."
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A MEMOIR OF WAR.

1911-1913.

From the time when I was a child, I had a deep love for horses. My father kept a small farm and raised horses for a living. I was always fascinated by the grace and power of these magnificent creatures.

As I grew older, my love for horses became even stronger. I would spend long hours reading about them, studying their anatomy and behavior. I knew that I wanted to be a veterinarian and help these wonderful animals.

After I graduated from college, I took a job as a vet at a local farm. I was in charge of caring for the horses and I loved every minute of it. I learned so much from them and they taught me so much about life.
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A YOUNG WOMAN WENT TO THE TOWN DANCE.

"In the middle of the night, when the moon was shining bright, a young woman went to the town dance. She was dressed up in her finery, with her hair done up and her eyes glued with false lashes.

When she arrived at the dance hall, she was immediately noticed by all the men present. She was absolutely stunning, and many men asked her for a dance. She accepted the first one and was off to a great time.
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WANTED IT OVER WITH.

Some Youngster Preferred Driving Amusing to Work.

"Yesterday I was out driving a heifer, and the heifer was very stubborn. I couldn't get her to do anything right. She kept on going in circles and wouldn't stop.

So I said to myself, 'I'm not going to do this anymore.' And so I drove the heifer to the barn and finished my work for the day.
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BROOK SIDE.

A Remarkable Escape from Peril.

"Yesterday I was out hunting with my dog. We were in the middle of the forest when we heard a loud noise in the distance. We turned around and saw a large animal, probably a deer or a bear, running towards us.

I knew that we were in danger and decided to run. We ran as fast as we could until we reached the edge of the forest and were safe.
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SICK MAN WANTED CHANGE.

A doctor's advice can be the best medicine when one is feeling down.

"Yesterday I was feeling very low and decided to go to the doctor. He gave me some advice and I felt much better.
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